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Company research 

 

Severfield (SFR, 74p, £225m mkt cap) – SFR is a client of PERL 

Britain’s leading structural steel group, with sales to Europe and a rapidly growing Indian JV. FY (Mar) results. 

Rev +19%, £327m; adj PBT +16%, £28.6m, beating the 2016 target of doubling to £26m. Net cash, £16.4m; 

ROCE improved from 15.7% to 17.2%. The decision on a final dividend was, in line with many in the sector, 

deferred until more visibility emerges over the impact of Covid-19. Link to Progressive Equity Research note: 

Results for the FY to March showed a 16% rise in PBT, with little impact from Covid-19. Financial 

guidance remains suspended, due to immediate uncertainties, but we believe longer-term demand 

will be fuelled by infrastructure, particularly HS2 projects which the UK’s leading structural steel 

group is bidding for, and logistics and data centres, boosted by the pandemic. The Group has a strong 

net cash balance and additional headroom and predicts sufficient cash for even its ‘worst case 

scenario’. 

` 

 

https://bdadvanced.ipreo.com/OpenFileLink.aspx?ID1=0b987fbe-d132-406f-a7ee-6519a1c1e01f&ID2=630811817


Company comments 

 

The Berkeley Group Holdings (BKG, 422p, £5,307m)  

London-focused residential developer and urban regeneration group. FY (Apr) results. Completions -26%, 

2,723; prices -9%, £677k – both reflecting phasing and mix of major development, particularly London; total 

rev -35%, £1,920m. PBT -35%, “now returned to normal level, following successful delivery of a number of 

Central London developments acquired in the period from 2009 to 2013”. Net assets +4.7%, £3,102m. Net 

cash £1,139m (2019, £975m) and total liquidity of £1.9bn. Market: Sales in April and May reflected the 

impact of lockdown and were “around 50% below normal market conditions, [but] with pricing remaining 

above business plan levels. As the economy gradually re-opens we are seeing activity increase, but it is too 

early to determine where demand will settle over the coming months”. Downwards pressure on build costs 

highlighted. Outlook: The Group is still targeting a cumulative pre-tax ROE of 15% for the six-year period 

ending April 2025, which broadly equates to average annual PBT of £500m. It now anticipates profit delivery 

in the coming year to be weighted towards the second half of the year in an approximate one third to two 

thirds ratio, assuming no further significant disruption from a second wave of Covid-19 or a disorderly end to 

the Brexit transition period. Strategy:  

“The priority right now is on cash conservation to safeguard the business and ensure that it is in the best 

possible place once the recovery begins.  Berkeley has reviewed its business plan, eliminated non-essential 

expenditure, and re-profiled its sites to focus its work in progress investment on delivering its forward sales 

and where it has good visibility of the local market.  The depth and quality of the land bank means that we 

will only acquire land with compelling characteristics, where we can add value over the long-term”. 

Previously the group deferred the proposed return of £455m surplus capital for up to two years to provide 

flexibility to to either make enhanced cash returns to shareholders or to “invest in incremental land 

interests, should opportunities arise” which would lead to enhanced shareholder value over the cycle. 

Viewpoint: £1.9bn of fire power is not a bad position to be in when, no doubt, many land owners are 

struggling and broader political and economic considerations of the urban landscape could be changing.   

 

Kingfisher (KGF, 203p, £4,292m) 

Owner of home improvement stores across France and Europe, including B&Q in UK. FY (Jan) results. LFL 

sales -1.5% with growth at Screwfix , Poland and Romania offset by weaker sales at B&Q, France*, Russia 

and Iberia. UK & Ireland Y/Y LFL sales: Feb, +6.2%; Mar, -5.7%; April, -43.0%; May, +15.5%, with the trend 

improving to +21.5% in the last week of the month. Adj PBT -5.2%, £544m. Final dividend previously 

suspended. Pre-IFRS net cash £37m (2019, £84m). “The group has significant liquidity headroom with its 

current cash balance to cover a prolonged period of reduced sales”. B&Q total sales -3.1%, £3,284m; LFL -

2.9%. Screwfix total sales +9.4% (+5.0% LFL), £1,828m; e-commerce sales +17%. 

 

In other news … 

 

Construction employment. Contractors are preparing to cut their workforces by around 11% as they brace 

for a sharp downturn in activity, constructionenquirer.com (link). The cuts will come into force by 

https://www.constructionenquirer.com/2020/06/17/contractors-to-cut-11-of-workforce-in-next-three-months/


September, according to the latest survey of firms by trade group Build UK. Across the industry, there is 

expected to be a  7.7% cut in directly employed workers by September. The self-employed workforce will be 

harder hit with contractors seeking to reduce self-employed and agency workers by 42%. 

 

Infrastructure. The Government further demonstrated its commitment to Infrastructure investment by announcing on 
16 June, via the Infrastructure and Projects Authority, up to £37bn of work for this financial year, comprising 340 contracts 
across 260 projects, Building (link, paywall). 

 

School building. Private construction and property group Wates is offering to plan and build temporary  

Nightingale-style schools to solve the growing crisis due to social distancing, which has seen millions of 

children told their schools won’t reopen until September at the earliest, Building (link, paywall). 

 

Prices are as at the previous day’s close. 
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